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• In the Renaissance Italy produced spectacular decorated ceramics
• They gave rise to a European ceramic tradition that continues until today
• Stannic oxide is a major component of the slip which gives the white ground 

when fired – hence called tin glazed ceramics – but more than tin is 
involved .

Maiolica dish by Giulio da 
Urbino
From Gubbio, Umbria, Italy, 
AD 1534
An allegory of the Sack of 
Rome



When and Where
High Renaissance in Italy was 1490 – 1530 AD
Italy then in many states. Modern Italy arrived 1871 and 1918
Maiolica starts about 1470 AD
From 1500 there is a new style of pottery-painting, called istoriato, literally story 
painting
Clear relationship to the developments in painted art
Centres were Urbino, Gubbio, Venice, Faenza (whence faïence ), Deruta, 
Montelupo Fiorentino . Central - Northern Italy
Colour palate is brilliant blues with 
much more muted greens, browns and 
yellows. Blacks and greys. Red is rare.
Colourfast

Master C. I., 
Faenza, Italy, 
about 1510



How - video

Apothecary Jar 
(Orciuolo), 1431 
(?) Florence

Laterza

XVI 
Century

Castelli 
pharmacy 
flasks late 
XVI Century



Origins and Influences 1
• Tin glazing seems to have originated in the Arab world 
• Spanish ceramics were a high point of it  (Moors departed ~ 

1500)
• Spanish pottery imported to Italy – through Majorca – but not 

made there – just a transhipment point
• Majorca probably gave rise to the name Maioliche / Maiolica

Moorish Spanish Ceramics
Often have lustred 
decoration



Origins and Influences 2
• Other great ceramic centre of the time was China / Japan
• Seems no direct Chinese influence on the Italian designs
• Was influence from Iznik Flourished 1480 -1650 - in Ottoman 

Turkey which in turn was influenced by China. Ceramic high point 
Ming Dynasty 1368 – 1662 AD. Neither used tin glaze

Chinese 
porcelain

Iznik



Iznik

Italy (Padua)



Forms, and what has survived
• Pharmacy / apothecary jars – ordered as sets
• High class tableware – some with family arms – ordered as sets
• Decorative large plates and jugs / ewers
• Tiles
• Best survivors are pharmacy jars, decorative plates and decorative jugs –

more domestic oriented wares are rarer



Subjects Depicted

The Triumph of Galatea Fresco by Raphael from 
1511. Villa Farnesina Rome

Urbino , 
workshop of 
Fontana , 
Third quarter 
of the 
sixteenth 
century

Religious scenes
Classical myths and legends
Armorial
Wedding and birth celebratory

Portraits
Some copied from paintings. 
Country scenes



The Tradition
Italy
• The tradition has never been broken
• Ceramics of similar designs are made to this day, though mostly 

modern glazes and pigments are used
• Centres are Deruta, Montelupo Fiorentino, Gubbio and Urbino

Modern Deruta decorative 
plate



The Tradition
France
Called faïence in France
More domestic than major decorative pieces
Eventually displaced by porcelain and other more vitrified ceramics



The Tradition
France
One well known practitioner Bernard Palissy (c. 1510 – c. 1590)

Palissy Ware 
(Majolica)



The Tradition
Holland
Delft a major centre.  Delftware a common name (Good museum there)
Tried to imitate Chinese porcelain until European porcelains displaced tin 

glazed wares
Wide range of other subjects – some in polychrome
Continues to this day but mainly in blue on white – a lot a bit touristy –

and with modern glazes



The Tradition
Britain
Called delftware in recognition of its origins in Holland
Often on a poor body with edge damage
Centres were London, Bristol, Liverpool
Displaced by more vitrified ceramics (e.g. Creamware) and local porcelain
Survivors often decorative pieces rather than utilitarian
19th C Minton made highly coloured lead glazed pottery and called it Majolica – in 

tribute to Maiolica. Style followed by may others in Britain and elsewhere. 



Where to See It
The great Italian maiolica collections are:
V and A - London, The Met - New York,  British Museum, Getty - L.A. 
These originated from the Grand Tours of the 18th C. and later 

connoisseur purchases when Italy was relatively poor. 
Museum of Medieval and Modern Art in Arezzo
Not highly prized in the early 20th C. but now are
Most fine art museums hold some
Auckland Museum – Mackelvie collection has a few – some on 

display
UK Delftware / Majolica 
The Potteries Museum – Stoke on Trent. Great Museum for UK 

ceramics but many others hold some British delftware including 
Auckland Museum


